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Reflection on Richard Lazarus’ Emotion and Adaptation

Ayat Ali

Emotion and Adaptation, first published in 1991, is a thorough and scholarly book hypothesising a cognitive theory of emotion.
Lazarus has been a pioneer in this field for the past 40 years; he argues that emotions have intentionality and that their significance
and force are determined by our cognition. This then creates a judgement as to whether or not we can cope with the external event
or situation, which forms an emotional reaction.

Lazarus’ book helps us understand why emotions are so meaningful to the human race. Drawing together all the related research, it
is a centrepiece of work for all those interested in emotion and cognition and applicable to sociologists and psychologists as well as
psychiatrists. Lazarus’ ideas have attracted my attention as they are, relatively speaking, radical. In today’s world the reductionist
perspective has dominated explanations for the wonders of the human mind. Mental health conditions have been reduced to
chemical imbalances and a pathological structure of the brain, stripping the mind and emotions of all higher meanings.

Lazarus proposes a multidimensional appraisal theory of emotion, where an appraisal is an evaluation of an external event. His
theory of emotion can be broken down into a sequence: (1) cognitive appraisal, (2) physiological response, and (3) action. Lazarus
endeavoured to answer two questions, the nature of the appraisals which underlie each emotional reaction and the determining
antecedent conditions of these appraisals. The answers to these questions would help us understand what emotion is, why we
have certain emotions in particular situations and why emotional reactions vary from person to person even in the same or similar
situations.

Lazarus’ theory merges well with other schools of thought: the somatic theory, the cognitive theory and Skinner’s behavioural
theory. One of the strengths of the appraisal theory is that it explains the variation of reactions among people subject to the same
event. Primary appraisal is the chief factor influencing whether or not an individual can cope in a stressful situation. In contrast,
Robert Zajonc states that cognitive processes and affect are independent of each other. Affect precedes cognition and is far
more influential; he calls this ‘the primacy of affect’. He argued that the affect response could be made sooner than the cognitive
response. Zajonc uses the example that infants and animals can make facial expressions highly indicative of emotion with no
preceding cognition; this however, cannot be proved.

I cannot help but agree with both Lazarus and Zajonc. I do not believe that their theories are mutually exclusive. I would argue that
we could place emotions on a continuum from least cognitive to highly cognitive, basic emotions to complex emotions. Zajonc’s
theories are most likely to hold true and be the dominant system for lower organisms. Paul Ekman gives a nice analogy of emotions
being like primary colours, primary emotions blending into more complex emotions to give the full spectrum of human emotional
experience.
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